
2.1 - 5 kVA
Petrol & Diesel

 KCC Portable Gensets 

#Available only in Petrol variant genset 
*Available only in Diesel variant genset 

n  Fuel Efficient
#Easy Key Startn 

 Easy Maneuverabilityn

 Widest Service Networkn

n
* Controller Based Monitoring

 Stable Output With Silent Designn

 Highest Rated Power Outputn

 24 x 7 Customer Supportn
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Why get sa�sfied with power back-up of 4 lights & 4 fans ? 
With KCC Gensets ensure non stop comfort of wide range of appliances 

India’s #1 Genset brand
Over 1 million Gensets in service across  Ÿ
the globe
Specialised genset manufacturer for more Ÿ
than seven decades; offers a wide range of   
power solu�ons upto 1010 kVA 

Widest well-trained service network      
Supported by over 5000 skilled engineers  Ÿ
and over 450 well-equipped service outlets 
Centrally monitored service quality and Ÿ
response �me
Dial customer support and our authorized Ÿ
representa�ve will be at your door step!

Widest product range
Choice of power is now unlimited, choose Ÿ
from 2.1 kW �ll 5 kVA in petrol or diesel
Choose genset from the widest range as per   Ÿ

 your ideal power needs

 KOEL Chhota Chilli Solu�on
Revolu�onary sound absorp�on system Ÿ
makes the owner totally relaxed during 
power cut
Complies with the latest noise regula�on Ÿ
and emission norms

*Complete solu�on with AMFi Panels
Switch on automa�callyŸ
High reliabilityŸ
Ready to start with built-in ba�ery chargerŸ
Easy to mount and installŸ

   Enjoy the benefits of mobility and portability 
KOEL Chhota Chilli rolls on wheels and is Ÿ
equipped with a wide length handle
Carry power with you for a beach party or  Ÿ
a jungle camp
Great help for small establishments and Ÿ
mobile workshops too!

Trust
Watts of

Watts of
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Watts of

Watts of
Convenience

Silence
Watts of

Watts onWatts onWatts on

Wheels

Above Gensets are single cylinder, air cooled with 50 Hz frequency, 230V single phase, 12V ba�ery and 3000 rpm as standard features        Recoil start also available with selected gensets|  
^  Tolerances apply # µ  Genset model will be available in 4 wheel configura�on  Genset model will be available in 2 wheel configura�on  * Max kW for petrol gensets & kVA  for diesel gensets  |  | |     
| | | |$ $$   ** With 0.845 specific gravity of diesel (5% tolerance)    For Air Condi�oning load, kindly contact authorised KOEL Green sales expert  At NTP  Rated kW for petrol gensets

Technical Specifica�ons 
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* AMF Panel is available only for diesel variants of KCC Portable Gensets

COMPUTER / 
LAPTOP

LED 
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COLD DRINK
REFRIGERATOR

DEEP
FREEZER

Mark bearing word ‘Kirloskar ’ in any form as a suffix or prefix is owned by Kirloskar Proprietary Ltd. and Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd.  is the Permitted User .
This Catalog is copyrighted and may not be reproduced in any form not even parts of it, without previous written permission by copyright owners, Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd.
Product improvement is a continuous process. Kindly contact KOEL for latest information
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www.koeligreen.com

KIRLOSKAR OIL ENGINES LIMITED
A Kirloskar Group Company
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